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In a Nutshell:
THE SONGWRITING BIBLE
“A chicken soup for the songwriting soul” — stories, articles and advice from some of the most successful songwriters, publishers and music businesses on the art of songwriting.

Key Points:
- An official guide to songwriting compiled and endorsed by BACS and The Ivors.
- Unique access to the words and wisdom of the top professional songwriters of today from Diane Warren to Holland Dozier & Holland, Don Black to Cathy Dennis
- Exclusive photos from 50 years of the Ivor Novello Awards
- All royalties from sales of book donated to BACS Music Foundation Charity

Written to inspire and educate songwriters and those people interested in how their favourite songs were created, this is both a collection of songwriting secrets and an intriguing look into the minds of some of the most famous songwriters in the world.

This is an official publication from the British Academy Of Composers & Songwriters and will contain advice and anecdotes on everything from how to find inspiration, to writing effective lyrics and melodies, to legal advice and society services, to the history and future of songwriting.

Contributors marked for inclusion comprise the likes of: Sir Tim Rice, Cathy Dennis, Don Black, Diane Warren, Holland Dozier & Holland, Robbie Williams, Guy Chambers, Wise Buddha Productions, Guy Fletcher, Songlink, PRS-MCPS, Mark Hill, Paul Gambaccini, Jonathan Little, Kate Bush & Peter Gabriel.

About BACS:
The British Academy of Composers and Songwriters is the recognised trade association for UK music writers, with over 3000 active members. The president is Sir Tim Rice with Fellows Sir Paul McCartney and Sir Malcolm Arnold.

Promotion
- PUBLISHED TO COINCIDE WITH 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF IVOR NOVELLO AWARDS
- Guaranteed reviews and features in Music Week and other music industry publications
- Ivor Novello/Songwriting Masterclass Launch
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